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Alitech produces and assembles in his own premises, which is fully equipped for all the manufacturing  
phases. The production area is around  6.500 sqm, the surface of the technical and administrative offices is 
around 800 sqm.  Most of our machines are pre- assembled in our premises before shipment. Installation at 
the customer premises is executed by our skilled staf f. The supervision sof tware is also designed  internally 
by Alitech. 

The direct fired oven “TURBOPIZZA” is designed to bake in a short time at a high temperature and is 
best suitable for the industrial production of thin crust pizza, Arab bread and the similar. The oven can reach 
up to 450 C° inside the baking chamber.

The baking inside the tunnel happens by means of heat radiation, convection (contact with the baking 
surface) and/or conduction (turbulence).

This is a specific oven for the baking of laminated products.

TURBOPIZZA OVEN
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THE STRUCTURE TECHNICAL FEATURES

The baking chambers are made of special high temperature stainless steel, welding points are avoided 
where possible and the parts are fixed in a way to allow better dilatation of the structure. The baking chambers 
are with legs, the legs are equipped with rollers at their end which can slide on support guides following the 
dilatation with no stress on the frame.

The baking prof ile/regulation

The oven is made of a series of modules, which are around. 4 mt long (zones)  and they are repeated up to the 
desired length; a turbulence section can be added, where the baking accelerated by blowing hot air directly 
on the product. 

To obtain the amount of heat necessary to bake in the shortest time possible 3 levels of ribbon burners are 
inserted in the baking chambers: 
the first row on the top of the baking conveyor ( top heat ), the second one underneath the baking conveyor 
( bottom heat ), the third one under the return of the baking conveyor (pre-heat ). The pre-heating keeps 
the baking band at the required temperature before the product is loaded at the oven infeed thus allowing 
uniform and constant baking conditions during the whole baking process.
The top heat burners are placed under deflecting shields that can be easily removed, these shield are heated 
to the red from the flame increasing the amount of radiation going to the products and speeding up the 
baking process. 

The oven is divided in regulation zones each with independent temperature detection and temperature 
setting. Each zone has also its steam extraction  valve. A butterfly valve for each zone adjusts the air/gas 
flow to the burners, controlling the flame; each burner can be heated or switched of f.
Dif ferent configurations of the burners’ supervision and control equipment are possible, with dif ferent detail 
levels.

Steam extraction happens by means of a manual graduated dampers. 
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The oven is equipped with collecting drawers at the infeed and outfeed as well. A motorized brush cares for 
the cleaning of the baking surface and is especially useful for the granite stones’ cleaning.
The new inspection door design allows a better access inside the oven for cleaning and maintenance purposes. 
On the lower part of the oven, under the baking conveyor return, there are access hatches that allow cleaning 
of the lower part of the oven.

HYGIENE AND CLEANING

User Interface / An intelligent oven 

From the operator panel the supervisor can manage the ba-
king process completely:

It is possible to put several parameters (SET-points) and veri-
fy the actual status (IS); alarms are showed with an explana-
tion and position on the line; the maintenance page advises 
about maintenance status of the dif ferent components; the 
recipes page can memorize the baking parameters of the 
dif ferent products. 

The oven automation level can be increased according to 
the customer requirements, it is actually possible to manage 
automatically the baking profile of the oven automatizing 
the heat-dampers and/or the steam extraction dampers in 
the dif ferent zones; in this way the operator can set up the 
oven for the dif ferent product types simply by choosing the 
correct recipe on the control panel.
Moreover with this system it is possible to detect the pro-
duct’s gap inside the oven and modify the baking condi-
tions accordingly.

The baking surface

The Turbopizza oven comes with Granite Stone baking surface: classical solution for a distinguished 
Italian Pizza character, the stone for its physical specifications (specific heat per kilogram) will release 
the heat to the product consistently and for a  long time, the spot temperature under the pizza dough 
won’t drop during the baking time and this allows, besides a better quality, a lower baking time.
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